Single Port Laparoscopic Surgery- Are there Limitations of Minimal Invasive Surgery? Definition of an Opinion
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Abstract
There are a significant number of reports about single port operations available in the scientific publications. The advantage of lower access trauma compared to conventional laparoscopy is frequently propagated; nevertheless, taking factors like Health-related Quality of Life (HrQoL), shorter hospital stay or improved cosmesis into consideration it becomes difficult to find confirmation of the above in the existing studies. There remains an assumed equality to the standard procedure in particular operated organ systems with considerably higher costs when using commercial available ports and specific angulating instruments. It still remains unclear which patient population is most suitable for this technique. Currently single port technique does not have evident advantages compared to conventional laparoscopic surgery. It is to be hoped that current and future clinical trials provide insight and clarity.

Introduction

Over the last few decades minimally invasive techniques revolutionised surgery: severe reduction of access trauma, accelerated remobilisation and a significantly shortened hospital stay for the patients, just to mention a few advantages [1]. Technical innovation appeared to have no limitations. Ensuring from standard surgeries like cholecystectomy and appendectomy the minimal invasive spectre was widened from midsize surgeries to the most complex operations like pancreatic, major hepatic und esophageal resections. It is without any question that nowadays no surgeon wants to miss minimally invasive surgery in his surgical portfolio. Retrospective studies followed feasibility analyses; however, the number of double-blinded randomised clinical trials (RCT) comparing minimal invasive procedures with the respective open surgery is rather limited.

In the end had to realise that the advantages of minimal invasive surgery are limited to the direct post-operative course. With longer distance to the primary surgery the patient apprehended benefits of the laparoscopic technique especially HrQoL reduce more and more and there remain in the best case very soft and subjective (mostly cosmetic) advantages [2-4]. However, the development towards even more minimal invasive procedures proceeded; there followed single incision laparoscopic surgery (SILS) or single port surgery (SPS) as procedures to further reduce access trauma. Considering evidence-based medicine: what remains currently of the postulated advantages of those “more minimal invasive” techniques?

Acronyms of the Reduced Port Site Surgery

For the one port techniques various names are nowadays established. SILS = single incision laparoscopic surgery, SPA = single port access surgery, OPUS = one port umbilical surgery, LESS = Laparoendoscopic single site surgery, S1 = single site surgery, SAS = Single access surgery, SIMPLE = single incision multiple port laparoendoscopic surgery, SPS = single port surgery, SPL = Single port laparoscopy, SAVES = single access video endoscopic surgery, TUES = Transumbilical endoscopic surgery [5]. As base of the procedure remains that the number of skin incisions is reduced to one. It’s only far to mention that there are various tricks to compensate the loss of additional ports with additional trans-cutaneous holding threats or mini instruments.

History of a Development

As first single port operation should be defined an appendectomy described by Pelosi [6]. Navarra published a first case study for cholecystectomy with 30 patients in 1997[7]. Two years later Piskun reported about 10 patients for cholecystectomy too [8]. All reports showed self-made ports with standard instruments adopted from conventional laparoscopic surgery. Since then a very intensive development of various industrially produced and self-made ports as well as miscellaneous specified instruments started.

Relevant Benefit of Reduction of Access Trauma

The conventional laparoscopic surgery has significantly reduced the operative access trauma; given it is in the interest of the patient it is reasonable to continue working on further reduction. However, there remains the question if the necessary effort and the danger if the measured improved parameters are pure surrogate parameters without any clinical relevance. Relevant factors are

i. surgical quality equivalence to the standard procedure,
ii. reduced hospital stay,

iii. costs versus (any) as subjective and measureable improvement regarding HrQoL of the patients.

**Surgical Equivalence:** One has to state in a very austere fashion that 20 years after the first published single port operation no really good validated RCTs to compare SILS with conventional laparoscopic surgery are available; this refers to each operated organ system. Most data derive out of small groups compared (often) to historical reference groups. Here we have to postulate a significant selection bias of the patients [9]. These studies all satisfy “non-inferiority criteria”. Severe complications for the SILS technique are described like injuries of the common bile duct during cholecystectomy [10], as well as frequent umbilical seroma and higher incidence of umbilical or port site hernias [10-13]. With a focus on the small sample size one has to question the value of missing significances in the differences even in meta analyses [14]. It remains the danger of underestimating the risks [15-17].

**Postoperative Pain:** Frequently the advantage of SILS regarding the post-operative pain score is emphasized [18]. Even here remain existing data are in homogenous, not double blinded and very selective [19]. At the best is the benefit in pain scores for SILS patients during the first 24 hours. In addition to the available data are not significant [20,21]. A current appendectomy study had to be stopped since the SILS group presented with significantly higher pain compared to the control group and showed a higher consumption of analgesics [22].

**Hospital Stay:** In smaller studies there is a trend towards a shortened hospital stay in the SILS group. Given there was not blinding in these studies the possibility of a selection bias may be classified as high. In general, most available studies do not present a significant difference in hospital stay [20].

**Recovery/Return to daily activity/ HrQoL/Cosmesis:** Already from the comparison of laparoscopic surgery with the open operation is known that advantages of the laparoscopic procedure reduce dependent from the longer time interval to the primary operation [2,3]. A similar phenomenon can be seen if conventional laparoscopic surgery is compared to SILS. The question if patients are able to transform their (possible) better cosmetic results into HrQoL remains unanswered; just like the question if minimally less pain in an im proved return to daily activity. It appears as if there is a minimal advantage of SILS regarding the return to daily activity [23]. Taken together the study results regarding these problems are very heterogeneous a clear advantage of the SILS technique regarding HrQoL cannot be confirmed [24]. It should be made the point that the in single studies as high considered cosmetic advantage of SILS vanishes in the meta analyses [23, 25-27].

**Costs:** Available cost evaluations are hardly comparable often the calculation is not transparent [28]. Considering the costs for the port and most likely investing in angulating instruments one can postulate the sole surgery costs are higher than in conventional laparoscopic surgery [25]. For sure may find one or the other study applying self-made single ports in order to optimise costs with this approach [29]; but what about validity of this procedure in times of high technology and product certification of conformity if surgeons produce their instruments themselves, given that the time requiring for factoring this self-made port is not considered in the cost evaluations. Quite a number of evaluations show that cost advantages of SLS is achieved by a shortened hospital stay [30]. Again remains the obstacle of a selection bias due to the lack of blinding without a medical reason for the longer hospital stay of the conventional laparoscopically operated group.

**Discussion**

It is without any question that the improvement of laparoscopic techniques will further advance. Nevertheless it remains questionable if the various forms of SILS operations will have a future. The fast increasing number of publications (Figure 1) does not reflect the meaning of this procedure in daily surgical practice. Segments of technical developments or postoperative management will be applied for other surgical procedures and are quite versatile. SILS port applied in transanal surgery may serve as a very good example for this development [31,32]. Refinement of surgical techniques is a fascinating world; with all the considerations in mind it is still a requirement that surgical technique does not only develop for itself but a detectable benefit for the patients is achieved and cost-benefit-ratio remains structured. Certainly, there are studies which address each and every of the above aspects in a more advantageous fashion and therefore provide a further favourable point of view for SILS. Still there is the situation that there is only thin evidence for the objectifiable advantages of the SILS technique [23,33]. The cosmetic advantage is stressed over and over again even with the knowledge that this is in unique for every patient. Regarding conventional multi-port laparoscopic surgery more than 90% of the patients are satisfied with the cosmetic results, therefore leaving only marginal room for improvements [34, 35].

![Figure 1: Number of publications per year in PubMed during the least 20 years period regarding single port/incision surgery.](image-url)
from assessing the patient, the surgeon shall not be forgotten since there are serious investigations showing that single port surgery increases the stress level within the team [37]. However, the SILS technique could further advance with the development of ergonomically improved instruments for laparoscopic surgery in general [38,39]. Further surgical spreading of the SILS procedures will be difficult to limit. Nevertheless, the basic question which patients take advantage of the procedure should be clarified: if this cannot be achieved through RCT, at least data of all patients undergoing single port surgery should be captured in data bases to satisfy the scientific requirements. It remains the hope that ongoing trials to the various organ systems achieve a gain in knowledge [9,40,41].
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